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Abstracts

The Automotive Robotics Market size is estimated at USD 10.80 billion in 2024, and is

expected to reach USD 18.40 billion by 2029, growing at a CAGR of 11% during the

forecast period (2024-2029).

Automotive robots are designed to support the production of automobiles in the

automotive industry. This extraordinary growth of electric vehicles is positively inducing

the use of robots to meet the market's growing consumer requirements. The automotive

industry has been using industrial robotics in production for many years.

Articulated robots hold a large part of automotive robots; by function, welding makes the

largest use of robots in the automotive industry. Robotic systems in the automotive

industry are cost-effective, efficient, and safe, as they can do their job quicker than their

human counterparts.

Several companies majorly focus on reducing costs, saving time, producing high-quality

products, and increasing productivity with a minimum error rate in the automation

industry, thus driving the market. In the production plant, automotive robots are

deployed to automate internal processes to reduce the workload of employees by

creating a work collaboration with the workers to improve efficiency. Companies such as

Ford Motors Co. and BMW are working on introducing technology in their production

plants.

For instance, in November 2023, Realtime Robotics announced the launch of its new

Optimization-as-a-Service solution. The solution uses a combination of proprietary

optimization software and experienced robotics and applies engineering insights to
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improve a manufacturer’s overall productivity. It has recently been used by

Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles in Hanover, Germany, in a proof-of-concept project

for EV manufacturing.

With the rising advancements in vehicle technologies and growing demand for electric

vehicles, automotive robotics is expected to witness strong growth in the automotive

industry for various robotic operations involved in the automobile production process.

Considering the market potential, robotic manufacturers are working on launching

various new models to cater to the high demand for robotics in the automotive industry.

For example, in June 2023, ABB announced the launch of four new large robot models

and 22 variants to support automotive customers with next-generation models, including

the IRB 6710, IRB 6720, IRB 6730, and IRB 6740.

North America is expected to grow significantly during the forecast period, followed by

Europe and Asia-Pacific. Factors such as strategic collaborations among key players,

growing vehicle production due to inflating disposable incomes in emerging economies,

and rising investments in R&D activities for introducing energy-efficient automotive

robots are creating a positive outlook for the market.

Automotive Robotics Market Trends

Welding Robots Hold the Highest Share

The automotive industry has adopted automotive robotics widely, with welding being

one of the most prominent applications. Within the manufacturing environment, two

types of welding robots are generally used, i.e., semiautomatic and automatic welding

robot systems, for most welding operations in automotive manufacturing, which offer

precision, efficiency, and speed.

These robots have increased factory safety and have helped save millions of dollars as

they have the potential to double, or even triple, production time by cutting labor costs.

Considering the industry demands for lighter vehicles, robotic welders play an important

role in producing advanced, top-tier vehicles. With strict industry standards, robots

consistently prove their ability.

More companies are relying on robotic welding systems with technological advances for

high-tech applications such as EV vehicles and self-driving cars, which require even
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more precise assembly.

For instance, in July 2023, Ficep UK launched a new automatic and robotic processing

solution in response to market demand for a quality welding system to help address

skilled labor shortages and increase productivity. In a new partnership with AGT

Robotics, Ficep developed the Sabre welding robot to seamlessly tackle the most

challenging and labor-intensive processes fabricators face in today’s structural steel

fabrication market.

Robotics play an important part in manufacturing in many industries, with automotive

being the dominating segment. Many companies expect technology to evolve with their

needs.

For example, in January 2023, Oqton, a software provider of automation production

solutions, and Valk Welding, a manufacturer of flexible arc welding robots, announced a

new partnership. The new techniques and processes jointly developed by the

companies are intended to enhance the utilization of automated robotic welding for

unique or small-batch production.

The automotive industry is shifting its focus toward new technology trends, like compact

robots and controllers, higher communication speed, low spatter, and high-speed

welding. Thus, the welding segment is expected to hold the highest share.

Asia-Pacific is Expected to Lead the Automotive Robotics Market

Robotics technology is increasingly being adopted in Asia-Pacific due to rising demand

for the automation of processes, improved efficiency and productivity, and reduced

human errors. Various sectors, including automotive, healthcare, defense, and

aerospace, have adopted robotics technology for process automation and efficient

resource management. Industrial robots are used mainly in Asia-Pacific due to their

dominance in the automotive industry and low cost of manufacturing units. The

automotive robotics market is expected to witness major growth during the forecast

period due to the rapid expansion of small and medium-scale industries across Asia-

Pacific.

Asia-Pacific is the fastest developing region globally, with countries like India, China,

Taiwan, and South Korea evolving as the leaders in this region. Leading vendors, such
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as ABB and KUKA, are instituting the region as their operational bases. Government

regulations and funds have empowered projects to improve the infrastructure. These

aspects have made the region the favored automotive manufacturing hub, thus driving

the automotive robotics market.

China and India are the principal countries in Asia-Pacific in terms of development, and

many industries, such as automotive, electronics, and aviation, are opening their

factories in these countries, thus generating the demand for automotive robotics and

making Asia-Pacific an emerging region.

Major players in the region are adopting robotics and other advanced manufacturing

technologies while also making huge investments in their upcoming vehicles. For

instance, in November 2023, RSP tapped into India’s USD 13 billion robotics and

automation market to start a manufacturing unit in 2024. The Indian entity Scandinavian

Robot Systems India Private Limited has been registered in Chennai. It will supply a

range of industrial robot accessories to Indian customers of various sectors, such as

automotive and electronics.

In August 2023, Chinese automaker Geely Holding Group launched a premium

intelligent technology brand, JI YUE, and unveiled its first high-tech model. The JI YUE

01, the results of a tie-up with Baidu Inc. on “automotive robotics,” will be produced by

Geely.

Thus, owing to such developments in the region, Asia-Pacific holds the highest share.

Automotive Robotics Industry Overview

The automotive robotics market is consolidated and led by globally and regionally

established players. The companies adopt strategies such as new product launches,

collaborations, and mergers to sustain their market positions.

In August 2023, Horizon Robotics, a leading provider of energy-efficient computing

solutions for advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) in consumer vehicles, formed

a strategic partnership with Aptiv PLC and its subsidiary Wind River in China. The

collaboration marks Aptiv's first partnership with a Chinese domestic auto-grade

computing solutions supplier for ADAS and automated driving.
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Some of the major players in the market include Nachi-Fujikoshi Corp., ABB Ltd,

FANUC Corporation, Kawasaki Robotics, and Yaskawa Electric Corporation.

Additional Benefits:

The market estimate (ME) sheet in Excel format

3 months of analyst support
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